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1. Introduction

The advent of artificial intelligence (AI) and its application to medical imaging has opened the way to the reduction of doctors’ workloads and, ultimately, improved patient care. However, despite the growing expertise in this field, the development of optimal deep learning (DL) models relies on large quantities of training data, that are too often still difficult to obtain, especially in the medical field.

Although AI developers do have the expertise needed to develop cutting-edge models with great potential for optimal automatic diagnosis systems, local learning with limited local datasets is not sufficient. To mitigate this long-lasting data hurdle, AI experts have come up with novel methods such as the generation of additional synthetic data [1] and state-of-the-art techniques for data augmentation [2]. However, synthetic data generation still raises various concerns and is not optimal yet for developing robust and reliable
medical models for clinical practice [1]. Alongside the efforts to generate additional data samples to train DL models, it is noteworthy that the substantial volumes of medical data, necessary for optimal model training, do actually exist in other institutions.

If given access to these diverse medical institutions’ local data, AI experts would be able to train optimal models with substantial datasets, thus bringing the promise of unprecedented research progress in the medical field. However, those medical data are decentralized by nature due to the privacy legislation they entail, and therefore usually do not allow for their integration across institutions without raising legal concerns. Although anonymization and/or pseudonymization were long thought to overcome these limitations and thus eventually allow safe transfers of medical data, it has been shown that it is unfortunately not sufficient to promise full patient privacy [3].

As a way to guarantee data privacy concerns while gaining access to more substantial datasets, federated learning (FL) [4,5] was introduced to collaboratively train DL models over decentralized data and already proved to perform similarly to models exposed to single-institutional data during training [6]. However, despite the growing interest in implementing FL in the medical field, this paradigm is still in its infancy. Global collaboration and data sharing among organizations in the federation settings are important requests but still open issues [7]. Indeed, most of these studies were often limited to simulations because of the complex deployment of FL settings in real-world medical applications.

Although data scientists actively share their prototype code by means of notebook environments such as Jupyter, implementing an FL system requires significant engineering and deployment efforts with the development of models at each source, their aggregation, and the communication protocols for their integration. This whole process is particularly demanding, time-consuming, and even burdensome for domain-specific users, such as pathologists at hospitals, to achieve real goals of using AI at the edge, as it requires the customization of individual models and the deployment of the remote infrastructure, not to mention the debugging process to ensure its proper functioning. As a result, Jupyter users face a set of limiting challenges that clearly highlight the gap between the Jupyter environment and FL.

Prior work [8] introduced how code fragments in Jupyter Notebooks could be containerized and reused as workflow building blocks to scale up scientific experiments to cloud infrastructures through an example of processing massive light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data. However, it did not support any AI-based code implementations. In this paper, we extend our previous work and present a reproducible step-by-step guideline that allows for generating a federated set-up base starting from a centralized Jupyter code for distributed medical applications. To be specific, our main contributions include:

- Reduce the complexity of implementing a federated learning framework by making use of a Jupyter notebook code template for artificial intelligence experts;
- Improve the deployment efficiency of cross-silo federated learning systems by automatically containerizing the Jupyter components to provide to distributed users;
- Seamlessly bridge the gap between Jupyter and FL systems by providing a generic solution that is both easy-to-use and reproducible;
- Give an example tutorial of the proposed solution, the Notebook Federator, by applying it to a real-world cross-countries computational pathology classification task.

2. Related Work

Although federated learning (FL) was initially developed for mobile and edge device use cases under a cross-device paradigm [9], cross-silo FL recently gained traction in various domains, including healthcare [10]. Under this setting, models are trained on siloed data across organizations, and medical data remains local and decentralized in each collaborating institution (client) [9]. Only the resulting weights and parameters are shared and aggregated together before being transferred back to the different clients.

In recent years, these applications have become increasingly popular in the medical image analysis field, as shown in some successful implementations, including brain imaging
classification and segmentation \[6,11,12\], EEG signal classification \[13\], and, more recently, histopathology \[14,15\]. Li et al. \[6\] demonstrated the feasibility of using a client–server FL system to perform brain tumor segmentation. Roy et al. \[11\] introduced BrainTorrent, which is a peer-to-peer serverless FL environment, to perform a whole-brain segmentation. Lu et al. \[15\] presented a large-scale computational pathology study to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of privacy-preserving FL using thousands of gigapixel whole slide images from multiple institutions. However, due to the complexity of FL implementation in real-world situations and large-scale deployment, most of these medical applications of FL still rely on simulations.

To support the different FL scenarios and simplify their deployment and execution process, some studies proposed easy-to-use open-source FL frameworks, such as PySyft \[16\], OpenFL \[17\], FLOWER \[18\] or Federated Scope \[19\]. The majority of these solutions focuses on the architecture of the FL framework. Whereas FLOWER \[18\] provides a core framework architecture with Edge Client Engine and Virtual Client Engine, Federated Scope \[19\] proposes an event-driven architecture with an asynchronous training protocol in FL for heterogeneity. These open-source frameworks have served as a basis to build federated setups, some of them in the medical field. In \[20\], Lee et al. leveraged the PySyft framework to implement a thyroid ultrasound image classifier across six medical institutions and compared the performance of federated training with that of conventional centralized model training. In the same vein, Florescu et al. \[21\] made use of FLOWER to simulate an FL system for COVID-19 detection on CT images, where the clients were deployed locally on a single machine. In contrast, in a work on OCT imaging \[22\], although the authors did mention the existence of FL frameworks, they chose to simplify their implementation through an independent development and to simulate the clients’ nodes locally on a single supercomputer cluster.

Despite these available FL frameworks, there is no explicit pipeline for the FL training process between the framework and data scientists in these solutions, and most steps have to be done manually without FL automation. It is thus still time-consuming for domain-specific users to deploy their FL applications, not only because of the heterogeneous resources but also because of the complexity of models, such as software dependencies and parameters to deploy.

Additionally, although many AI researchers make use of Jupyter notebooks to develop DL models, there is a clear gap between the Jupyter environment and FL systems. Although some specific frameworks do provide a version of the FL code presented in a Jupyter notebook \[19\], there is still a need to upload the data to the cloud, and these notebooks are not fully integrated into the FL pipeline. In fact, they are mostly based on simulations rather than real-world scenarios running on different clients’ machines.

Despite the many system construction efforts for FL frameworks, there is a clear need to simplify their deployment process and address the gap between Jupyter users and FL systems. Far from aiming to replace the available FL frameworks, in this work, we seek to fill the gap they are not covering by proposing a solution that can be built upon them. Therefore, we propose a novel FL research asset that leverages the Jupyter environment and proposes to reduce the complexity of implementing and deploying a reproducible FL pipeline, the Notebook Federator.

3. Notebook Federator

The Notebook Federator comes as a handy tool that combines resources rather than aiming to replace them. Therefore, we leverage different previously developed solutions to provide a generic solution that can adapt to the particular needs of the end users.

One of the groups participating in this study previously developed a tool that embeds a virtual research environment (VRE) into the Jupyter environment, Notebook-as-a-VRE (NaaVRE) (https://github.com/QCDIS/NaaVRE, accessed on 2 January 2023) \[8\], which comes with a toolbox aiming to provide researchers with a variety of functional components
(services). In this work, we make use of NaaVRE and its component containerizer service to Dockerize the components to share with distributed users automatically.

To implement the proposed solution, we selected a commonly used FL framework as a basis for the Notebook Federator, the FLOWER framework [18]. We chose this particular framework for its broad community and documentation and the possibility to easily modify and integrate it for our specific pipeline. However, as a technology, the Notebook Federator is generic, and could thus be used together with other FL frameworks.

3.1. System Definition and Requirements

For the efficient implementation of a framework that promotes the optimal collaboration of AI scientists, the setup proposed in this work is based on a user-friendly environment, Jupyter Notebook. However, Jupyter relies on the kernel (engine) for interpreting the code and is often limited to the capacity of the machine it is running on, thus making it difficult to support FL. To improve this, we identify a set of requirements. First, users registered within a federation should be able to develop the model architecture and code blocks that will be used to train all local models, and the central node should then automatically be able to update the global model’s weights upon completing a communication round. Finally, the proposed pipeline needs to be reproducible and easily implementable for other federations.

3.2. Challenges and Assumptions

Implementing an FL ecosystem in a real-world medical environment comes with a myriad of challenges related to its practical application. First and foremost, not all medical institutions can count on the necessary hardware resources to train AI models. When they do, these might vary across sites, as do operating systems and network conditions. Moreover, different collaborators might store their raw data in varying formats and structures, thus limiting the automation of the data-loading process. Therefore, to enable the correct practical implementation of the FL setup, we proceed on the basis that the following assumptions are valid:

- All the participating institutions are already registered as part of the federation;
- Local data cannot be shipped outside the institution;
- Local data are stored on each client machine following the same—previously defined—nomenclature for labels and metadata across institutions. As some institutions may have their own tools or methods to process raw data, we assume the data have passed the quality check;
- Each medical collaborator either has local machines (e.g., local computers) to run the code or an agreement with a research group that acts as a local infrastructure (e.g., high-performance servers, or computer clusters) and is thus able to train models;
- Each participating entity has a Docker cluster or is able to build Docker images to run the corresponding code.

To reproduce the FL process, it requires configuring the corresponding software dependencies, input and/or output parameters, and services. In a traditional way, a user has to manually install all necessary software, enable services, and feed with suitable inputs, a process that is burdensome and time-consuming.

3.3. Architecture

The main goal of this work is to simplify the process of federation setup and make it less burdensome and time-consuming for domain-specific users such as AI experts and pathologists. In this work, we propose our FL setup solution, as depicted in Figure 1, illustrating an overview of its architecture. It comprises the following five steps:

1. **Model and aggregator definition:** Suppose a Jupyter Notebook user, e.g., an AI expert, develops a cutting-edge model architecture, aggregation function, and other machine learning-related code fragments for the FL training process.
2. **Create FL pipeline building blocks**: For flexibility purposes when it comes to handling collaborating institutions and updates, as well as reducing the complexity of FL deployment and execution, we propose to adopt one Jupyter Notebook extension named component containerizer on the local experimental environment, e.g., NaaVRE [8], to encapsulate FL pipeline building blocks as reusable services, such as model and aggregator.

3. **Build and push job automation**: Once the model and aggregator are ready, with the workflow of the GitHub project and docker registry, such components can be automatically built and pushed to the Docker Hub.

4. **Deliver FL building blocks to distributed resources**: The model can be delivered to distributed client users worldwide, i.e., geographically distributed clients in institutions A, B, and C, by pulling the model to local sites. At the same time, the aggregator can be easily delivered to the cloud infrastructure by pulling the aggregator to the cloud virtual machine.

5. **Federation setup**: Once the aggregator is assigned to the cloud infrastructure, e.g., a cloud virtual machine, it is easy to start the Docker container with specific IP and port number. For geographically distributed users, i.e., clients across wide-area institutions, the local AI model training process mainly contains (A) feeding with local data, (B) assigning suitable computation, and (C) starting the model training with specific data and computation (e.g., GPU resources) on site. By this time, the FL starts.

Specifically, the proposed solution enables a standard centralized AI environment to a decentralized (e.g., raw data) federated setup, flexibly supporting “using AI at the edge”. In such a setting, only the models’ general characteristics are shared. The Notebook Federator provides a Jupyter notebook template that gives the overall structure of the different functions and classes that will be further integrated into the FL pipeline code (https://github.com/QCDIS/Notebook-Federator, accessed on 2 January 2023).

![Diagram](https://example.com/federator_diagram.png)

**Figure 1.** An overview of the architecture of Notebook Federator with NaaVRE [8].

### 3.4. Technology Considerations

To achieve the automation described in the architecture, we consider the following technologies:

- **Jupyter environment**—We build the FL pipeline with Jupyter Notebook. By default, we suppose that AI experts use a Jupyter environment such as Notebook to design the architecture of the model and aggregation for FL experiments.

- **Component containerizer**—We encapsulate the model and aggregator as reusable FL building blocks based on a Jupyter Notebook. The component containerizer module is one of the Jupyter extensions in NaaVRE.
- **Docker Hub**—We share model and aggregator with distributed users around the world. Docker Hub, i.e., a central repository of containers, is the easiest way to deliver reusable container applications anywhere.

- **Docker Engine**—We enhance the automation of the FL deployment and execution. In this work, we consider the Docker Engine as the critical technology for FL pipeline automation because of its popularity in the community and flourishing software tools such as Docker container, docker-nvidia, docker-compose, or even Docker Swarm. In this paper, we mainly utilize docker-nvidia for local client training with CUDA GPU resources for automating FL pipelines, as we suppose that client users have their demands for local autonomy, e.g., controlling their own data and computation for AI model training, although using Docker Swarm can also achieve large-scale automated deployment for client users.

All in all, the proposed work leverages the available technology assets presented above to bring them together for a specific application, the deployment of FL systems. With all that, the Notebook Federator positions itself as a novel module within the previously developed NaaVRE toolbox [8], providing a Jupyter notebook structured baseline for data scientists to easily reproduce the FL pipeline.

4. Case Study: Histological Image Analysis

4.1. Use Case Scenarios

We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed pipeline on a medical image dataset of histological whole slide images (WSIs). These types of data come from the digitization of histological tissue slides into high-resolution images containing several levels of magnification, similar to those of a microscope. More precisely, the WSI dataset used in this study consists of a spitzoid melanocytic lesions dataset of 84 biopsies provided, labeled, and annotated by dermatopathologists from the Pathology Laboratory of the University Clinic Hospital of Valencia. This type of uncommon neoplasm that originates from the melanocytes is associated with ambiguous histological features and clinical behavior [23], thus representing a formidable challenge for dermatopathologists.

Due to the nature of WSIs, histological images are particularly vast (e.g., often more than 100,000 × 100,000 pixels) and require a lot of storage space, as a single WSI often exceeds 1GB, thus leading to heavy computational operations when training models. For these reasons, a typical method used in WSI analysis involves cutting down these images into small patches.

In this case study, we perform a patch-level region of interest (ROI) classification, that is to say, differentiate tumorous patches from non-tumorous ones. To do so, we divide the WSIs into small patches of 224 × 224 pixels to make the computational needs lighter and allow the use of well-known model architectures with images of the same size. Figure 2 depicts a few patch examples of the type of histological data fed into the convolutional neural network in this use case.

Hundreds to thousands of patches can be extracted from a single WSI. Table 1 details the number of extracted patches per class, i.e., tumorous vs. non-tumorous, for the WSIs available at each of the three institutions simulated in this case study. To demonstrate the potential of our method, we use twenty of the available biopsies, four of which are used for testing purposes to allow a stable comparison of results across institutions. It is important to highlight the fact that the number of patches is not correlated with the number of WSIs used, as the size of ROIs might vary depending on the WSI under study.
Figure 2. Examples of the type of histological patches used in this case study: (a) tumorous patches extracted from the annotated region made by dermatopathologists; (b) non-tumorous patches.

Table 1. Details of the histological image data used in this use case. Note that non-tumorous patches were then randomly undersampled to balance the dataset before training each model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$I_A$</th>
<th>$I_B$</th>
<th>$I_C$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># WSIs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># tumorous patches</td>
<td>1554</td>
<td>2627</td>
<td>1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># non-tumorous patches</td>
<td>5609</td>
<td>4694</td>
<td>3979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Federation

The use case presented in this work is part of a concrete medical federation, CLARIFY (http://www.clarify-project.eu/, accessed on 2 January 2023). In this multi-sectorial and multidisciplinary consortium, nine institutions across five cities in three different countries are brought together to collaborate on the automatic analysis of specific and challenging cancer types: triple negative breast cancer, high-risk non-muscle invasive bladder cancer, and spitzoid melanocytic lesions. In particular, CLARIFY aims to develop an automated diagnostic environment for digital pathology that leverages artificial intelligence methods together with cloud computing, to enable knowledge sharing among institutions and better-informed clinical decisions.

Here, three of the nine collaborators are involved in the different steps of the proposed pipeline, both from the engineering and medical aspects. The cancer type under study in this work, spitzoid melanocytic lesions, would strongly benefit from a federation. Indeed, the few incidences of this lesion type in the population is a considerable limitation to gathering sufficient WSIs, both for DL models’ training as well as for improving its clinical interpretation.

4.3. Federated Implementation

To integrate an FL pipeline in the computational pathology use case, we apply the Notebook Federator solution illustrated in Figure 1. More precisely, to carry out this implementation on this first use case scenario in realistic conditions, the model was first trained locally on private data at a single collaborating institution before being adapted and deployed for the federation by means of the Notebook Federator.

As one of the requirements of the proposed system is for it to be reproducible and easily implementable for future collaborations, we aim to give a detailed explanation of the steps undertaken to perform that federated implementation, starting from a centralized setup; in other words, the inner workings of the proposed solution. These specific steps are highlighted in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Step-by-step implementation of the federated pipeline, the starting point being a local institution with their corresponding local data, and the result being the federation.

First, we fill the Jupyter template provided on NaaVRE (Figure 3(1)) and define a standardized and automated data preparation protocol adapted to the specific type of data under study (Figure 3(2)). As WSI patch extraction was computed beforehand in this use case, the data loading function in the Jupyter template covers loading the patches along with their corresponding label, as well as performing an undersampling of the majority class for each set, as the dataset is clearly unbalanced (see Table 1). Then, we define a VGG16-based [24] model architecture to perform patch-level binary classification with the PyTorch 1.12 library under Python 3.6 and train it locally with the available local data at first to optimize its parameters (Figure 3(3)). To define the aggregation function to update the global model’s weights when mounting the federation, we leverage the federated averaging algorithm FedAvg [25] integrated into FLOWER’s strategies [18] (Figure 3(4)).

Regarding the steps involving the federation, the filled template to share with distributed users is then containerized by means of NaaVRE’s component containerizer, thus allowing their further use by clients by running the corresponding images. This specific step is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows how to efficiently containerize reusable model and aggregator components with the Notebook Federator approach. The containers can thus be downloaded and set up at each of the collaborating institutions (Figure 3(5)), and model training can start (Figure 3(6),(7)). The resulting federation (Figure 3(8)) gathers the steps defined previously and communicates across nodes by means of bidirectional gRPC streams.
4.4. Experimental Results

4.4.1. FL System Setup

Once the code base is ready on the Jupyter Notebook user side, the component containerizer provided by NaaVRE’s toolbox allows users to automate the process of building and pushing a reusable FL-based Docker container to the Docker registry in a matter of minutes. The steps to set up the concrete FL system are quick and simple, as shown in the times obtained for each final phase of this case study:

- Automated build–push job for the server-aggregation image container (approx. 1.9 GB): 4 m 57 s;
- Building and pushing client-training image container to the Docker hub (approx. 3.16 GB): 10 m 48 s.

Note that the processing time for the build–push jobs depends on the local network environment and image size. The server-aggregation container associated to the host IP address is then deployed on a cloud virtual machine, and distributed users can pull the client-training image and run it locally (e.g., GPU resources in Spain, the Netherlands, and even Norway), as well as mount local medical data volumes to feed the AI model training. For the communication, each client can then join the federation’s training process by specifying the server IP address and port number when running the corresponding Docker containers.

4.4.2. AI Training

As depicted in Figure 5, each on-site client used different hardware resources for model training. As a result, whereas the client at institution A took around 60 s for 10 epochs on average, clients at institutions B and C trained each communication round for 540 and 534 s, respectively. All in all, the whole federation training took 46 min for the three communication rounds in this use case, as the central node waits for all three clients to finish training.

To allow for an effective comparison of the prediction performance of models presented in this case study, several metrics of relevance were selected: sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, F1-score, and accuracy. A particularly important metric in pathology is sensitivity, which measures the ability of the model to correctly detect positive instances.
Figure 5. Implementation of the proposed solution, Notebook Federator, in a federation composed of institutions located in different countries and relying on different hardware resources.

Table 2 shows the metrics on the test set after training for 30 epochs at each institution with its own local data under a centralized configuration, compared to the results when training as a federation with all three clients for three communication rounds of ten epochs each. It is noteworthy to highlight that the scope of this study is not to reach unprecedented classification results but rather to demonstrate the federation’s improvement compared to that of individual institutions. In that sense, classification metrics on the test set clearly show an overall improvement of the model trained collaboratively (federation) in relation to those trained in a centralized manner. Although \( I_B \) reaches considerably high specificity and positive predictive value metrics on the test set when trained under a centralized setup, it is important to highlight that it is mostly due to its tendency to predict a sample as positive (i.e., tumorous) even when negative, as depicted in the negative predictive value results for that model.

Table 2. Classification results reached on the test set for patch-level ROI selection on the spitzoid melanocytic lesions dataset; \( I_A, I_B, \) and \( I_C \): centralized setups at each local institution; Federation: decentralized federated setup, leveraging all institutions’ data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( I_A )</th>
<th>( I_B )</th>
<th>( I_C )</th>
<th>Federation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.7921</td>
<td>0.5896</td>
<td>0.7887</td>
<td>( 0.8174 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.7842</td>
<td>0.9874</td>
<td>0.8337</td>
<td>( 0.9247 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive value</td>
<td>0.7813</td>
<td>0.9961</td>
<td>0.8457</td>
<td>0.9355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value</td>
<td><strong>0.7949</strong></td>
<td>0.3066</td>
<td>0.7734</td>
<td>0.7910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-Score</td>
<td>0.7866</td>
<td>0.7407</td>
<td>0.8162</td>
<td>( 0.8725 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.7881</td>
<td>0.6514</td>
<td>0.8096</td>
<td>( 0.8633 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By and large, the classification results show the potential of the approach, taking into account that, the more institutions participating in model training, the more robust the resulting global model will be when exposed to unseen data.

5. Discussion

5.1. Achievements

In the presented use case, we demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed pipeline to go from a centralized training setup to a federated environment to train collaborative models. Specifically, the Notebook Federator proposes to considerably reduce the com-
plexity of FL systems’ setup for AI Jupyter users by leveraging the latest technologies and available assets.

Starting from a Jupyter environment on the end-user side (i.e., the AI expert or data scientist), we put an emphasis on the reproducibility and scalability of the method for researchers. The Jupyter user only has to complete the indicated lines of the template provided as a code base, and that code is then included in the client code. Building and running the resulting Docker is fast and automatic, thus simplifying the quick implementation of the code on the client machines.

In contrast to other FL solutions and implementations, in this work, we wish to provide a real-world use case, with the server and clients located in different cities and countries, which all have access to different computing resources. Additionally, as our solution aims to simplify the complexity of FL setups and seeks to be easily reproducible, the provided use case leverages a commonly used baseline framework with a strong community and documentation, FLOWER [18]. Although the example we provide is applied to a domain-specific task in computational pathology, it is important to note that the Notebook Federator, as a technology, is generic and can easily be adapted to other tasks and baseline frameworks.

5.2. Weaknesses and Future Work

Some FL-related challenges [5] still need to be tackled in future lines of work. In this study, the GPU and CPU resources used to train the model on the different clients’ machines were sufficient, but the computing resources may be heterogeneous across institutions within a federation, and some software or systems may be incompatible if the computing platform cannot handle Docker.

A typical challenge of FL approaches is client reliability, that is to say, whether a client will fail or drop out during a round. In this case study, we consider that the server can only complete a communication round when the three participating institutions finished training, and thus waits for all the clients to have completed data loading and training before performing the aggregation. Even if one of the clients ran the model training on a CPU, the central node waited to receive the weights from all three clients to perform the aggregation. In further implementations involving more clients, it could be considered to have a certain percentage of clients only needed to complete a communication round.

Another challenge brought by FL ecosystems is security. Although FL helps to tackle the data challenge in deep learning and the related major privacy limitation, it is still vulnerable to a wide range of challenging security issues. For instance, despite the anonymization process applied to medical data that was long considered sufficient to protect leaks from patient data when developing AI models, it was shown that, in some cases, sensitive information can actually be inferred [3]. Future lines will thus consider differential privacy preservation.

Currently, some security technologies can be adopted to achieve a privacy-preserving model aggregation for FL [26], such as differential privacy, multi-party computation, or even blockchain-based solutions. Additionally, Docker images may not be optimally secure because of the root access they provide to the system they are running on (https://researchcomputing.princeton.edu/support/knowledge-base/singularity, accessed on 2 January 2023). An alternative to the containerization toolkit would be singularity. This method provides the considerable advantage of limiting users’ access and capabilities and includes a compatibility layer that allows Docker images to be run on the platform. The images created via our tool could therefore also be used in a singularity-enabled environment.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we propose a federated learning pipeline that allows artificial intelligence experts and medical institutions to join forces in the development of collaborative deep learning models. The proposed solution, the Notebook Federator, demonstrates the promising results of an automated federated learning framework built from Jupyter and Docker ecosystems to simplify its use by bridging the gap between artificial intelligence
developers and the Jupyter environment, as well as reducing the complexity of FL systems’ deployment. As this first implementation started from an initial scenario based on several assumptions, our future lines of work will focus on deploying this framework to all collaborators of the CLARIFY medical federation presented in this paper while prioritizing the security aspect by the inclusion of differential privacy and blockchain methods into the workflow.
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